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Snowboarding Is For Everyone: A complete guide; beginner lessons, safety ,clothing, board choices

and much more.Snowboarding Is For Everyone aims to educate and explain how accessible and

enjoyable snowboarding really is to all. Uncover essential tips and practical guidance on:Choosing

the correct snowboarding gearRider safetyAnatomy of a snowboard Kids snowboardsWomen and

snowboardingPhysical fitness and exercise for men, women and childrenStep by step lessons for

beginnersGaining confidence on the slopesSkill improvementsnowboarding jargon and slangAnd

more!Build confidence on the slopes with step by step instructionsBeginners will learn the basics

with 9 easy to follow lessons which describe snowboarding stance, mounting your snowboard,

turning and how to traverse.Are you planning a snowboarding holiday with your family?Prepare for

your trip with suitable information that is catered for anyone taking up the wonderful activity of

snowboarding. Guidance on fitness for kids to board styles for women and men is provided. The

sport of snowboarding is a fantastic activity and the author makes snowboarding accessible to men,

women and children a like, whether you are a total beginner or keen to sharpen up your technique.

Learn the skills that you need to become competent and be aware of the information you need to

stay safe on the slopes.Take a major step forward with your snowboarding: Scroll up and click

â€œBuy Nowâ€•Available to read on all formats: Kindle, Android, IPhone, tablets, PC & MAC
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With a trip to Colorado this winter, and being completely new to snowboarding, I figured I would pick

this book up. It was a very informative guide for me on what equipment I needed to buy, and what I

could get by just renting. Additionally, it showed me what I need to look for when I get there as far

as areas to practice, and how to properly fit my equipment. All around great book for newbies.

This is the first ebook about a sport I read and I can say I'm impressed. The content, generous and

well written, covers the entire spectrum of this activity from equipment to practical advice. But I

would love to see graphics so we could understand even better the material and some injury-related

stories for those who try to venture beyond their skills. It also provides a few location where you can

Snowboard. Overall a good read if you want to get the basics of this sport.

Snowboarding is indeed for everyone! This book is a great guide to snowboarding and helps each

family for bond their relationship with one another. I enjoy reading book. My lovely daughters will

surely love this.

I am very disappointed in this book. On the back cover of the book it states, "A complete guide to

Snowboarding for all, this book demonstrates. . . " Well, there is nothing "demonstrated" in the book.

There are no diagrams or pictures to "demonstrate" what is being discussed in the narratives.

Additionally, there are no page numbers on the individual pages in the book, only on the table of

contents page. This means that you have to flip through all the pages until you come to the subject

you are interested in. Fortunately, this is a very small book so it does not take too long to find the

subject you are interested in. I bought the book as a gift for my 10 year old Grandson who is able to

snowboard at Big Bear CA only a few days every winter. I may eventually give it to him, however it

is not "gift" quality.On the plus side and to find something nice to say about the book. It is self

published and on the very last page it states, "Made in the USA, San Bernardino CA 02 March

2016. MADE IN THE USA is always good!
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